Directions flight area “Hörnerbahn / Bolsterlang“
Coming from Oberstdorf:
B19 direction Sonthofen, in Fischen at the second traffic light turn left direction Bolsterlang / Hörnerbahn (signage)
Coming from Sonthofen:
B19 direction Sonthofen, in Fischen at the second traffic light turn right direction Bolsterlang / Hörnerbahn (signage)
After approximately 1.5 km turn right.
After entering Bolsterlang, follow the priority road for approx. 1 km, then turn left towards „Hörnerbahn“.
Pass the building and park in the large car park.
Address for your NAVI: 		

Parking Hörnerbahn, Hörnerstr. 12, 87538 Bolsterlang

Meeting point: You meet your pilot at the Hörnerbahn valley station. There is yellow-blue wind on the left above the
station. Please wait for your pilot there.
Landing site: Accompanying persons please use the parking lots of the Kitzebichl restaurant at the landing site
(address: Flurstraße 5, 87538 Bolsterlang)
Please note:
Parking on agricultural land is prohibited! Please do NOT walk through the meadows during the grazing season from
April to September! This leads to massive problems with the farmers! Please do NOT speak to instructing flight instructors on the radio during the training. We ask the accompanying persons of the passengers NOT to block the traffic of
the thoroughfare at the landing site. Thank you very much!

Directions to the valley station “Mittag / Immenstadt“
Coming from Kempten:

Take the B19 / B308 towards Sonthofen, exit “Füssen / Rettenberg Immenstadt / Rauhenzell“, at the roundabout towards Immenstadt.

Coming from direction Oberstdorf:

On the B19 towards Sonthofen / Immenstadt, approx. 4 km after Sonthofen take the first exit “Füssen / Rettenberg
Immenstadt / Rauhenzell”; at the roundabout towards Immenstadt, then follow the signs for “Mittag Schwebebahn“.
Parking directly at the valley station.
The meeting point with your pilot is usually directly at the valley station. There is a large panorama board in the parking
lot in front of the ticket office. Your pilot will meet you there.

For the NAVI:

Mittagbahn valley station, Mittagstr. 30, 87509 Immenstadt

How to get to the landing area “Mittag / Immenstadt“

At the roundabout at the entrance to Blaichacher Straße towards Blaichach, approx. 200 m after the exit, turn right
towards Altmummen / Ettensberg. After approx. 350 m, at the end of Altmummen, you will find the restaurant
“Tannenhof“ and the landing site on the left.
Parking: When the restaurant “Tannenhof“ is in operation, it is reserved exclusively for guests. We recommend accompanying persons to park approx. 200 meters further in Ettensberg, in the Schwandener Straße and to walk back to the
landing site. If there is no business, you can also park in the parking lot of the restaurant.
Please do NOT park on the edge and in the meadows or on agricultural land! This is punished by the local police with
fines. Please keep out of the meadows and wait outside of the landing field. The local paragliding club has massive
problems with the farmers! Thanks for your understanding.

For the NAVI: 		

Landing field, Tanne 2, 87544 Blaichach
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